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Classical Hodgkin lymphoma (CHL), a neoplasm of abnormal B lymphocytes (Hodgkin–Reed–Sternberg (HRS) cells), has
been described to have a typical pattern of clinical presentation and dissemination often involving functionally
contiguous lymph nodes. Despite the progress made in understanding CHL pathophysiology, the factors that regulate
the spread of lymphoma cells in CHL are poorly understood. Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), a bioactive sphingolipid
present at high concentrations in the plasma and lymphatic fluid, is known to have a critical role in regulating lymphocyte
trafficking mainly through sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1). In this study, we explore the role of the
S1P–S1PR1 axis in Hodgkin lymphoma cell migration and the expression of S1PR1 in CHL cell lines and clinical cases.
We found that S1PR1 is present in the KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines at the mRNA and protein
level. In addition, functionally, S1P potently stimulated migration of both cell lines. S1P-induced migration was inhibited
by the S1PR1 antagonist, VPC44116, and the S1PR1 functional antagonist, FTY720-P, but was potentiated by the S1PR2-
specific antagonist, JTE013. We also determined that S1PR1 induced migration in the KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 cells via the
heterotrimeric G-protein Gi and the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase pathway. Immunohistochemical assessment of the
tissue from CHL samples revealed that a subset of cases (7/57; 12%) show strong, membranous staining for S1PR1 in HRS
cells. Altogether, our data indicate that S1PR1 is a functional receptor on HRS cells, which governs tumor cell migration
and is expressed in a subset of CHL cases. Given the availability of S1PR1 antagonists, some of which are used clinically for
modulation of the immune system, these results suggest that S1PR1 could be a future therapeutic target in the treatment
of those cases of S1PR1-positive, refractory/recurrent CHL.
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Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1) is a G-protein-
coupled receptor (GPCR), which binds the bioactive sphin-
golipid, sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), as a high-affinity
ligand. S1P is present at high levels (within the range of
several hundred nanomolar) in the blood and lymph, and has
a critical role in the homeostasis of the vascular and immune
systems. S1PR1 was originally identified as an abundant
transcript in endothelial cells1 and has an important role in
regulating endothelial cell cytoskeletal structure, migration,
capillary-like network formation and vascular maturation.2–7

Other GPCRs in the S1PR family have also been described
and characterized as binding S1P.8,9 Interestingly, some S1PR

have opposing effects on cell function; for example, while
S1PR1 promotes cell migration and vascular integrity,5,10

S1PR2 inhibits cell motility and promotes vascular
permeability.11–15 More specifically, S1PR1 couples to Gi

8,16

and activates the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K)
pathway17 and the small GTPase Rac,3 whereas S1PR2,
through activation of the G12-Rho-Rho kinase (ROCK)-
PTEN pathway,14,18,19 can antagonize S1PR1-Gi-PI3K
signaling.

In the immune system, S1PR1 signaling is important in the
regulation of lymphocyte migration and trafficking.20–28

Normal lymphocytes travel along an S1P gradient between
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lymphoid organs and lymph or blood. Inhibition of S1PR1
or disruption of the S1P gradient results in lympho-
cyte sequestration within lymphoid organs.29,30 In fact,
phosphorylated FTY720 (FTY720-P), the immuno-
suppressant and structural analog of S1P, which potently
binds and activates S1PR1 signaling,10,20,22,31–33 is a
functional antagonist of S1PR1 as it induces irreversible
internalization and degradation of S1PR1.34,35 Recently,
FTY720 has been approved in the United States as a
therapeutic option in some cases of multiple sclerosis.36–38

Additional compounds targeting S1PR have been
characterized; these include JTE013, an S1PR2-specific
antagonist,12,13 and VPC44116, an S1PR1 antagonist.39

These developments highlight the fact that S1PR are
becoming attractive candidates for targeted drug design in
cardiovascular and immunological disorders.

Despite our understanding of the role of S1PR1 in normal
lymphocyte trafficking, the expression of S1PR1 and its role
in the regulation of tumor cell biology in lymphoma is just
beginning to be elucidated. Classical Hodgkin lymphoma
(CHL), a neoplasm of abnormal B lymphocytes (Hodgkin–
Reed–Sternberg (HRS) cells), has a typical pattern of clinical
presentation and dissemination often involving functionally
contiguous lymph nodes;40,41 however, the factors that
regulate the spread of Hodgkin lymphoma cells are poorly
understood. Therefore, to improve our understanding in this
area, we set out to assess S1PR1 expression in two CHL cell
lines (KM-H2 and SUP-HD1) and determine the role S1PR1
may have in CHL tumor cell migration. Herein, we report
that S1PR1 is expressed in the KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 CHL
cell lines and that S1P stimulates migration of both cell lines,
which can be inhibited by S1PR1 antagonists (VPC44116 and
FTY720-P), but not by the S1PR2 antagonist (JTE-013).
Furthermore, S1P-induced migration was dependent on the
Gi-PI3K pathway. Lastly, immunohistochemical assessment
of the tissue from CHL cases reveals that a subset show
strong, membranous staining for S1PR1 in HRS cells. In
summary, we demonstrate that S1PR1 can regulate the
migration of HRS cells and that S1PR1 is expressed in both
HRS cell lines and in a subset of CHL cases. Taken together,
these data suggest that further investigation is warranted into
the role of S1PR1 in CHL as well as the possibility of
targeting S1PR1 in the therapy of S1PR1-positive, refractory/
recurrent CHL.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
D-erythro-S1P was purchased from Enzo Life Sciences Inc.
(Farmingdale, NY, USA). JTE013 and FTY720-P were from
Cayman Chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI, USA). VPC44116 was
kindly provided by Dr Kevin R Lynch (University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA, USA). Paraformaldehyde and fatty acid-
free bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased from
Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). Pertussis toxin and Y-27632
were from EMD Millipore Chemicals Inc. (San Diego, CA,

USA). LY-294002 was purchased from Cell Signaling Tech-
nology Inc. (Danvers, MA, USA).

Cell Culture and cDNA Transfection
The KM-H2 Hodgkin lymphoma cell line was purchased
from Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Micro-
organisms and Cell Cultures (Braunschweig, Germany) and
were cultured in RPMI medium supplemented with 10%
FBS, L-glutamine and antibiotics. SUP-HD1 cells were kindly
provided by Dr B Chapuy and Dr M Shipp (Dana Farber
Cancer Institute, Boston, MA, USA). They were cultured in
McCoy’s medium, supplemented with 20% FBS, L-glutamine
and antibiotics. Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK-293T)
were transfected with pcDNA 3.1 alone, S1PR1-pcDNA 3.1
or S1PR2-pcDNA 3.1 using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Tech-
nologies Corp., Carlsbad, CA, USA), as described pre-
viously.10,14

RNA Isolation, Reverse Transcription and Quantitative
PCR Analysis
Total RNA was prepared using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA, USA) with RNase-free DNase treatment
(Qiagen) to remove the genomic DNA. To generate cDNA,
100 ng of RNA was reverse transcribed using random primers
and SuperScript II Reverse Transcription (RT)-polymerase
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Primers were designed
using the Primer Express oligo design program software
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). All primer sets
were subjected to rigorous database searches to identify
potential conflicting transcript matches to pseudogenes or
homologous domains within related genes. PCR primer
sequences for target molecules are shown in Table 1. Am-
plicons generated from the primer set were analyzed for
melting point temperatures using the first derivative primer
melting curve software supplied by Applied Biosystems.
Real-time quantitative PCR was performed using the SYBR
Green I assay on the ABI 7500 Sequence Detection System

Table 1 Primer Sequences for Quantitative RT-PCR Analysis

Target genes Sequence of primers

Human S1PR1 F: 50-GCTGCTCAAGACCGTAATTATCG-30

R: 50-ACCAGGAAGTACTCCGCTCTGA-30

Human S1PR2 F: 50-TGGCCGCCTCCGATCT-30

R: 50-GAGAGCAAGGTATTGGCTACGAA-30

Human S1PR3 F: 50-GCCATCGAGCGGCACTT-30

R: 50-GCCTCTTGTTGGCGTCGTAA-30

Human S1PR4 F: 50-CCTTTGCTGGGCTGGAACT-30

R: 50-AGAGGATGTAGCGCTTGGAGTAGA-30

Human S1PR5 F: 50-GAGGTGGGAGCCATAGAAGCTT-30

R: 50-ACACCTGTGATCACCTGAATTAGG-30
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(Applied Biosystems) at the Multi-Gene Transcriptional
Profiling Core in the Center for Vascular Biology Research.
PCR reactions for each cDNA sample were performed in
duplicate and copy numbers were calculated using standard
curves generated from a master template as described
previously.42

Cell Migration Assay
KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 cell migration was assayed in a
modified 96-well Boyden Chamber (Neuro Probe Inc.,
Gaithersburg, MD, USA) using polycarbonate filters of 3 mm
pore size, as described previously.10,14,43 Before chamber
assembly, cells were serum starved for 1 h in plain media.
Wells in the bottom half of the chamber were filled with 85 ml
of 0.1% BSA RPMI or 0.1% BSA McCoy’s plus vehicle or S1P
in the presence or absence of the S1PR antagonists, pertussis
toxin, LY-294002 or Y-27632. A suspension of 0.5� 106–
1� 106 cells were added to the top chamber in the presence
or absence of the S1PR antagonists.

For FTY720-P preincubation studies, cells were incubated
for 30min at 37 1C with vehicle or FTY720-P, they were
washed and counted before adding to the top chamber. Fully
assembled chamber was left to incubate at 37 1C for 5–6 h.
After chamber disassembly, non-migrating cells on the sur-
face of filter were wiped away from filter with H2O-soaked
gauze, and the filter was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and
stained with 0.1% crystal violet. For quantification, crystal
violet-stained cells were eluted in 10% acetic acid and ab-
sorbance at 575 nm was measured using a Spectramax M5
plate reader (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).

Immunohistochemistry
Patient samples with a diagnosis of CHL were identified
through the Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH)
pathology database. Immunohistochemical studies were
approved by BWH Institutional Review Board (IRB no.
2010P002736).

Sections (4mm thick) of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
(FFPE) cell pellets (KM-H2 and SUP-HD1) or whole tissue
sections (57 clinical cases) were used for im-
munohistochemistry (IHC) on the Ventana Discovery XT
autostainer (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA)
with heat-induced antigen retrieval using a Tris-based buffer
with slightly basic pH (CC1 buffer) and anti-S1PR1 antibody
(catalog no. sc-25489; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa
Cruz, CA, USA) at a final concentration of approximately
0.9 mg/ml, followed by incubation with standard secondary
antibody and diaminobenzidine-based detection reagents
(Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA).

Statistical Analyses
For in vitro experiments, one-way ANOVA followed by
Tukey–Kramer test was conducted using GraphPad Prism. All
experiments were conducted 3–5 times, and a representative
experiment is shown. The percentage of inhibition of

migration by the S1PR pharmacological modulators was
calculated in each individual experiment and the aver-
age±s.e.m. of all experiments is reported in the text.

The Fisher’s exact test (two-sided P-value) was used to
compare the relative percentages of recurrence among the
S1PR1-positive and S1PR1-negative cases.

RESULTS
We tested two CHL cell lines for S1PR1 expression by
quantitative RT-PCR analysis and found that S1PR1 was
robustly expressed in both KM-H2 cells (14.4±2.7 copies
per 106 18S, which is equivalent to approximately 14.4±2.7
copies per cell42) and SUP-HD1 cells (9.2±1.4 copies per 106

18S) (Figures 1a and b). In addition, in KM-H2 cells
(Figure 1a), low levels of S1PR2 transcript were detected
(2.0±0.4 copies per 106 18S), whereas the other three S1PR
isoforms were not present at significant levels (o0.1 copy per
cell). In SUP-HD1 (Figure 1b), low levels of S1PR2 (1.4±0.1
copies per 106 18S), S1PR3 (1.0±0.4 copies per 106 18S) and
S1PR4 (1.5±0.7 copies per 106 18S) were detected, whereas
S1PR5 was not present at significant levels (o0.1 copy per
cell).

Next, using an anti-S1PR1 antibody that has been used in
prior publications44 and the specificity of which we
confirmed by transient transfection experiments
(Supplementary Figure 1), we assessed the expression of
S1PR1 in the KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 cell lines at the protein
level by IHC. We found membranous staining for S1PR1 in
both of the Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines tested (Figures 1c
and d).

Having demonstrated the expression of S1PR1 in both
Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines by two different methods, we
turned our attention to assessment of the functional (ie,
migratory) responses of these cell lines to the ligand for S1PR
(ie, S1P). Using a standard, in vitro, modified Boyden
chamber migration assay, we found that S1P potently
induced both KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 cell migration
(Figure 2). The maximal migratory responses occurred at
1–10 nM S1P, which are physiologically relevant concentra-
tions consistent with the known dissociation constant of S1P
for S1PR1 (8.1 nM)2 and known concentration gradient
of S1P between tissues and plasma or lymphatic fluids. In
KM-H2 cells, S1P induced a 6.5±2.0- and 7.7±1.0-fold
induction of cell migration at 1 and 10 nM, respectively
(Figure 2a). S1P induced SUP-HD1 cell migration to a
similar extent (4.8±0.8- and 7.1±0.5-fold induction) at 1
and 10 nM, respectively (Figure 2b).

To further study the role of S1PR1 in Hodgkin lymphoma
cell migration, we tested the effects of S1PR antagonists
on the migratory responses to S1P. We found that
the known S1PR1 antagonist, VPC44116, inhibited the
migratory responses to 1 and 10 nM S1P in KMH2 cells
(average % inhibition over all experiments: 84.04±11.9 and
46.23±13.54%, respectively; Figure 3a) and SUPHD1 cells
(average % inhibition over all experiments: 68.5±7.1 and
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71.2±6.3%, respectively; Figure 3b). On the other hand, the
S1PR2-specific antagonist, JTE-013, did not impair S1P-in-
duced migration and, in fact, potentiated migration toward
S1P (Figures 3a and b); this potentiation of S1P-induced
migration in the presence of the S1PR2 antagonist is con-
sistent with the fact that S1PR2 is a known negative regulator
of cell migration.14,19,45

Next, we tested the effects of FTY720-P, the active form of
FTY720, a clinically approved functional antagonist of
S1PR1. We found that preincubation with FTY720-P leads to
a dose-dependent inhibition of S1P-induced migration in
both cell lines (Figure 4). In KM-H2 cells, 10 nM FTY720-P
preincubation resulted in impaired S1P-induced migration
(average % inhibition over all experiments: 67.25±12.8%
towards 1 nM S1P and 63±12.6% inhibition towards 10 nM
S1P; Figure 4a). Pre-treatment with 100 nM FTY720-P

resulted in further inhibition of S1P-induced cell migration
(average % inhibition over all experiments: 90.8±4.6 and
90.25±3.3% towards 1 and 10 nM S1P, respectively;
Figure 4a). Similarly, in SUP-HD1 cells, pre-treatment with
10 nM FTY720-P inhibited S1P-induced motility (average %
inhibition over all experiments: 57.6±1.8% for 1 nM S1P
and 31.6±1.9% for 10 nM S1P; Figure 4b) and pre-treatment
with 100 nM FTY720-P resulted in further inhibition of S1P-
induced migration (average % inhibition over all experi-
ments: 88.6±2.1 and 69.5±6.8%, respectively; Figure 4b).
These findings indicate that preincubation with FTY720-P
desensitizes S1PR1 and renders the cells unresponsive to
S1P gradient.34,35 Taken together, these migration data
demonstrate that the S1PR1 expressed in KM-H2 and SUP-
HD1 cell lines is capable of actively regulating migratory cell
function in response to S1P stimulation and that this effect

Figure 1 Expression of sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1) in KM-H2 and SUP-HD1 Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines. Quantitative reverse

transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) demonstrates detectable S1PR1 expression in KM-H2 (a) and SUP-HD1 (b) cells; note that the other

S1PR isoforms demonstrate much lower levels of expression than S1PR1. Data are mean±s.e.m., n¼ 4. Immunohistochemistry for S1PR1 demonstrates

membranous S1PR1 protein expression in KM-H2 (c) and SUP-HD1 (d) cells. Images are shown at � 60 magnification.
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can be effectively impaired by treatment with known S1PR
antagonists.

To gain mechanistic insights into the regulation of Hodgkin
lymphoma cell migration by S1PR1, we tested the role of the
Gi-PI3K pathway, which has previously shown to be activated
by S1PR1 in a pertussis toxin-sensitive manner.16,17 We used
pertussis toxin to inhibit Gi proteins and LY-294002 to inhibit
PI3K activity. As shown in Figure 5a, both pertussis toxin
(200 ng/ml) and LY-294002 (50mM) potently inhibited the
ability of S1P to induce KM-H2 cell migration. Inactivation of
Gi proteins resulted in 67±4% inhibition of migration to
1 nM S1P and 69±7.5% inhibition towards 10 nM S1P. LY-
294002 treatment resulted in 60.3±9 and 57.7±3% inhibi-
tion of migration to 1 and 10 nM S1P, respectively (Figure 5a).
On the contrary, S1P-induced migration was not dependent
on Rho kinases, as the ROCK inhibitor, Y-27632, did not
affect S1P-induced migration. Similarly, S1P induced SUP-
HD1 cell migration was dependent on the Gi-PI3K pathway
(Figure 5b) (75±1 and 89±0.9% inhibition by pertussis
toxin and 61±2.4 and 72.5þ 11% by LY-294002) and was
not impaired by the ROCK inhibitor. Altogether, these data
indicate that S1P-induced Hodgkin lymphoma cell migration

is mediated by the S1PR1-Gi-PI3K pathway but not the
Rho-ROCK pathway.

Lastly, to further assess the potential clinical relevance of
these findings, we performed immunohistochemical analysis
to assess S1PR1 expression in the tissue from clinical cases of
CHL. We found membranous S1PR1 staining in 25–90% of
HRS cells in 7 of 57 cases tested (12%; Figure 6). Clinical data
were available for six of these seven patients (Table 2). Three
patients (3/6) died of their disease after multiple (two or
more) recurrences. Two patients (2/6) remain alive after
multiple recurrences that required multiple therapeutic
approaches, including allogeneic bone marrow stem cell
transplantation. One patient (1/6) entered complete remis-
sion after induction chemotherapy, indicating that S1PR1
positivity is not uniformly associated with disease recurrence.
Follow-up data were available for 45 out of the 50 patients
whose HRS cells were negative for S1PR1 expression. Four of

Figure 3 Blockade of sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1)

signaling inhibits S1P-induced Hodgkin lymphoma cell migration. The

Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines, KM-H2 (a) and SUP-HD1 (b), were serum

starved for 1 h before conducting migration assays towards S1P at the

doses indicated. Cells were pre-treated with vehicle, the S1PR1-specific

antagonist VPC44116 (VPC) or the S1PR2-specific antagonist JTE013 (JTE)

for 30min at the doses indicated. These treatments were also present in

the top and bottom chamber during migration. Fold induction vs vehicle

pre-treatment (no S1P) is shown. Data are mean±s.e.m. of triplicates. A

representative experiment of n¼ 3 is shown. The percentage of inhibition

of migration by VPC 44116 from each experiment was calculated and the

average±s.e.m. of all three experiments is reported in the text. *Po0.05

S1P vs no S1P. #Po0.05 S1PR antagonist treated vs vehicle treated.

Figure 2 Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) induces Hodgkin lymphoma cell

migration in a dose-dependent manner. S1P treatment of the Hodgkin

lymphoma cell lines KM-H2 (a) and SUP-HD1 (b) leads to a dose-

dependent increase in cell migration at physiologically relevant doses of

S1P, with maximal responses occurring at 1–10 nM. The Hodgkin

lymphoma cell lines, KM-H2 (a) and SUP-HD1 (b), were serum starved for

1 h and migration experiments were conducted using S1P as

chemoattractant in the bottom chamber at the doses indicated. Fold

induction vs vehicle is shown. Data are mean±s.e.m. of triplicates. A

representative experiment of n¼ 5 is shown. *Po0.05, S1P vs vehicle.
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these patients died of their disease (4/45) after multiple
recurrences. In all, 16 patients remain alive (16/45) but had
recurrent disease, 12 of which have had multiple recurrences
(12/45). The remaining 25 patients entered complete remis-
sion with appropriate, standard chemotherapy (25/45). In-
terestingly, although the overall prevalence of S1PR1
positivity in all cases studies was 12% (7/57), the prevalence
of S1PR1 positivity in the subgroup comprised of all
of the CHL cases that had multiple recurrences was 24%
(5/21). Nevertheless, the relative proportion of cases with
any recurrence among the S1PR1-positive (5/6) and S1PR1-
negative (20/45) groups was not statistically different
(P¼ 0.099, Fisher’s exact test).

To assess for the possible modulation of S1PR1 expression
during the different phases of disease (initial diagnosis,
treatment, recurrence, etc), we tested additional biopsy ma-
terial for 10 of the S1PR1-negative patients with recurrent
disease who had additional biopsies available from other time

points during their disease course (ie, biopsies either before or
subsequent to the biopsy first tested for S1PR1 expression).
We found that the additional biopsies were S1PR1 negative,
similar to the original biopsies tested for each patient.

DISCUSSION
S1PR1 has been shown to be important in the physiologic
trafficking of lymphocytes.20–28 However, our understanding
of the role it has in B-cell lymphomas is limited. Recent work
has shown that S1PR1 is expressed in some B-cell
lymphomas.44 Nishimura et al44 found that S1PR1 was
consistently expressed in mantle cell lymphomas and was
expressed in a subset of chronic lymphocytic leukemias/small
lymphocytic lymphomas (CLL/SLL) as well as in a subset of
diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLBCL); however, they
found that S1PR1 expression was negative in cases of

Figure 5 Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1)-induced Hodgkin

lymphoma cell migration is mediated by the Gi-PI3K pathway. The

Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines, KM-H2 (a) and SUP-HD1 (b), were serum

starved for 1 h before conducting migration assays towards S1P at the

doses indicated. Cells were pre-treated with vehicle, 200 ng/ml pertussis

toxin (PTx), 50 mM LY-294002 (LY) or Y-27632 (10 mM) during the serum

starvation period. These treatments were also present in the top and

bottom chamber during migration. Fold induction vs vehicle pre-treated

(no S1P) is shown. Data are mean±s.e.m. of triplicates. A representative

experiment of n¼ 3–4 is shown. The percentage of inhibition of

migration from each experiment was calculated and the average±s.e.m.

of all three experiments is reported in the text. *Po0.05 S1P vs no S1P.
#Po0.05 inhibitor treated vs vehicle treated.

Figure 4 FTY7720-P preincubation inhibits Hodgkin lymphoma cell

migration towards sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) gradient in a dose-

dependent manner. The Hodgkin lymphoma cell lines, KM-H2 (a) and

SUP-HD1 (b), were serum starved for 1 h in the presence or absence of

FTY720-P at the doses indicated. Then, cells were washed and counted

and migration experiments towards S1P gradient were conducted as

described. Fold induction compared with vehicle pre-treatment (no S1P)

is shown. Data are mean±s.e.m. of triplicates. A representative

experiment of n¼ 3 is shown. The percentage of inhibition of migration

by FTY720-P from each experiment was calculated and the

average±s.e.m. of all three experiments is reported in the text. *Po0.05

S1P vs no S1P. #Po0.05 FTY720-P pre-treated vs vehicle pre-treated.
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follicular lymphoma and marginal zone lymphoma. These
expression data suggest that S1PR1 may regulate tumor cell
functions in some types of B-cell lymphoma. Along these
lines, the recent work by Liu et al46 has shed some light on
the functional role that S1PR1 may have in lymphoma; more
specifically, using a DLBCL xenograft tumor model, Liu
et al46 demonstrated that inhibition of S1PR1 expression
downregulated signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3 activity, leading to the inhibition of
lymphoma tumor cell growth in vitro and in vivo.

Given that the clinical presentation and pattern(s) of
spread in CHL are somewhat different than other types of
B-cell lymphomas40,41 and that the factors regulating the
spread of Hodgkin lymphoma cells are poorly understood,
we focused our studies on the expression and functional role
of S1PR1 in CHL. We found that S1PR1 was the major S1PR
isoform expressed in two different Hodgkin lymphoma cell
lines (KM-H2 and SUP-HD1) by quantitative RT-PCR
analysis. The expression of S1PR1 was confirmed at the

protein level using IHC. Furthermore, the functional
relevance of the S1PR1 expressed in these cell lines was
demonstrated by its ability to regulate S1P-induced
migration, consistent with the key role that S1PR1 is
known to have in physiologic trafficking of normal
lymphocytes. Also consistent with previously published
studies in other cell systems, S1PR1-mediated migration in
the HRS cell lines was found to be dependent on the
heterotrimeric G protein, Gi-PI3K pathway. Lastly, the S1PR1
antagonists tested, including FTY720-P, the known
functional antagonist for S1PR1, which induces
internalization and desensitization of S1PR1,34,35 were
effective at impairing S1P-induced migration. Of note,
FTY720, the precursor of FTY720-P, is approved as
therapeutic option for some cases of multiple sclerosis.36–38

The potential pathophysiologic relevance of our findings is
supported by the known significance of S1PR1 in regulating
the trafficking of normal lymphocytes, the known im-
portance of S1P concentration gradients in vivo between

Figure 6 Sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor 1 (S1PR1) is expressed in Hodgkin–Reed–Sternberg cells in a subset of cHL cases. Representative

images of S1PR1 immunohistochemistry in cases of classical Hodgkin lymphoma. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections were used for

immunohistochemical staining of S1PR1 as described in the Materials and methods section. The images demonstrate membranous staining for S1PR1

in Hodgkin–Reed–Sternberg cells in Case 1 (a), Case 2 (b), Case 3 (c) and Case 7 (d). Images are shown at � 60 magnification.
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various tissue compartments29,30 and by our finding that
membranous S1PR1 is detectable by immunohistochemical
analysis in HRS cells in an albeit small subset of clinical cases

of CHL (7/57 cases, 12%). In addition, the recent work by Liu
et al,46 using a xenograft model of human DLBCL tumor
growth and invasion, demonstrated that downregulation of

Table 2 Available clinical and pathological features of S1PR1-positive CHL cases

Case
no.

M/F At initial
diagnosis

Initial therapy Initial CR Follow-up therapya Alive/
deada

Specimen available for S1PR1 IHC

Age Stage

1 M 28 IV B ABVD� 6 cycles No ICE therapy. No CR. Auto-SCT. RadRx for

multiple recurrences (at 15 mo.).

Non-myeloablative Allo-SCT (at 18 mo.).

Recurrence (at 23 mo.). DLI. Second

Non-myeloablative Allo-SCT (at 41 mo.).

Recurrence (at 62 mo.). RadRx

Dead (at

67 mo.)

Recurrence (at 23 mo.): Sheets of HRS

cells. CD30þ , CD15þ , CD20

(subset)þ . EBER: Negative

2 M 52 III B ABVD� 3 cycles

plus (doxil,

bleomycin,

vinblastine and

dacarbazine)� 3

cycles

No COPP� 3 cycles. First recurrence (at 10

mo.): ICE therapy. CR. Auto-SCT. Second

recurrence (at 26 mo.): GND � 5 cycles

Dead (at

36 mo.)

Second recurrence (at 26 mo.): Sheets of

HRS cells. CD30þ , CD15 (focal)þ , CD20

(subset)þ , BSAPþ . EBER:Negative

3 M NA NA NA NA NA NA Focal clusters of HRS cells. CD30þ
CD15þ BSAPþ CD20� , LCA� .

EBER:Negative

4 F 27 II A ABVD� 4 cycles No Refractory/recurrent disease (at 7 mo.).

ICE therapy. GND therapy. Rad Rx. Auto-

SCT (at 12 mo.). Recurrence (at 17 mo.).

Bendamustine. Neulasta

Dead (at

20 mo.)

Recurrence (at 17 mo.): Focal clusters

of HRS cells

5 M 62 II A ABVD� 6 cycles Yes Not necessary Alive Initial sample. Focal clusters of HRS cells.

CD30þ , CD15� , CD20�
6 M 52 IV A ABVD� 6 cycles Yes First recurrence (at 18 mo.). ICE therapy.

Auto-SCT (at 20 mo.). Second recurrence

(at 26 mo). Rad Rx. Third recurrence (at

39 mo.). Allo-SCT (at 48 mo.). Fourth

recurrence (at 51 mo.). DLI

Alive Third recurrence (at 39 mo.) Frequent

HRS cells. CD30þ , CD15þ , BSAPþ ,

CD20� . EBER:Negative

7 M 19 II A ABVD� 4 cycles.

Rad Rx

Yes First recurrence(at 12 mo.). GDP therapy.

CR. Auto-SCT. Second recurrence (at 21

mo.). Rad Rx. CR. Third recurrence (at 61

mo.). GNDþ rituxan therapy. Non-

myeloablative allo-SCT (at 65 mo.).

Fourth recurrence (CHL plus EBVþ
DLBCL; at 70 mo.). DLI. Brentuximab

Alive Third recurrence (at 61 mo.) HRS cells.

CD30þ , CD15þ , BSAPþ , Fascinþ ,

CD20� , CD45� . EBER:Negative. Con-

current EBVþ DLBCL: CD20þ , CD45þ ,

CD30þ (subset), Fascin� , CD15�

Abbreviations, ABVD, adriamycin, bleomycin, vinblastine, dacarbazine; allo-SCT, allogeneic stem cell transplant; auto-SCT, autologous stem cell transplant;
CHL, classical Hodgkin lymphoma; COPP, cyclophosphamide, oncovin, procarbazine, prednisone; CR, complete remission; DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lympho-
ma; DLI, donor lymphocyte infusion; EBER, Epstein–Barr virus-encoded RNA; GDP, gemcitabine, dexamethasone, cisplatin; GND, gemcitabine, vinorelbine,
doxorubicin; HRS, Hodgkin–Reed Sternberg cells; ICE, ifosfamide, carboplatin, etoposide; IHC, immunohistochemistry; M, male; F, female; RadRx, radiation
therapy; mo., months; NA, not available.
aDates of recurrences and death are relative to the date of initial diagnosis.
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S1PR1 by shRNA inhibited tumor growth and reduced the
spread of the lymphoma as evidenced by the formation of
fewer lung nodules.46

The evaluation of the potential clinical significance of
S1PR1 expression in CHL is limited by the small size of our
clinical case cohort and by the incomplete clinical and
pathologic information available for the cases tested. Also,
unlike the high prevalence of S1PR1 positivity that has been
reported in mantle cell lymphoma, there is a relatively low
prevalence of S1PR1 positivity among the CHL cases tested
here, which may be a reflection of the fact that in some types
of lymphoma, only a subset of cases will be positive for
S1PR1, as has been reported for DLBCL and CLL/SLL.44

Further immunohistochemical analysis of S1PR1 on a
larger series of CHL cases with more complete clinical and
pathologic annotation will be required to better characterize
the prevalence of S1PR1 expression in CHL. Such studies
may clarify if the apparent low prevalence of S1PR1 positivity
observed in CHL is due, in part, to aberrant downregulation
of S1PR1 in HRS cells and/or if the prevalence of S1PR1
expression varies according to the clinical/pathologic stage
of disease. Lastly, the relationship, if any, between S1PR1
expression and recurrence rate/outcome in CHL also remains
to be definitively determined.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that (i) S1PR1 is a func-
tional receptor on HRS cells, which governs tumor cell
migration, (ii) antagonists of S1PR1 effectively impair
S1P-induced migration in HRS cells and (iii) S1PR1 is
expressed in a subset of clinical cases of CHL. These results
suggest that further study into the role(s) of S1PR1 in CHL is
warranted and may shed light on the potential utility
of S1PR1-targeted therapies in the future treatment of
S1PR1-positive cases of recurrent/refractory CHL.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Laboratory

Investigation website (http://www.laboratoryinvestigation.org)
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